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We consider Markov DTOL systems, that is, DTOL systems with a Markov chain 
control. Our main concern is life and death in such systems. We prove that 
expected cell-distribution and expected growth equivalence are decidable, that the 
question of whether or not a Markov DTOL system generates a dead word is 
equivalent to an open question for Z-rational series, and that it is decidable whether 
or not a given word survives in a given propagating Markov DTOL system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Lindenmayer (1968) first introduced L systems as a means of 
modelling the development of biological organisms many variations of these 
systems have been proposed. In the present paper we reconsider the deter- 
ministic tabled 0L systems of Rozenberg (1972), known as DTOL systems. 
These systems can be viewed mathematically as describing iterations of a 
number of homomorphisms of deterministic tables; see Rozenberg and 
Salomaa (1980). In DTOL systems once a table has been selected 
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development occurs deterministically. However, since the choice of the table 
is not deterministic, DTOL systems as a whole are not deterministic. 
Culik II and Wood (1979) point out that real biological systems almost 
certainly have deterministic programs corresponding to deterministic tables 
whose choice is probabilistic with high probabilities (even 1) in some cases 
and smaller probabilities in others depending upon the environment. They 
approximate this situation by assuming the choice of the developmental 
program to be deterministically enforced by the environment. Assuming the 
environment to have a finite number of states which change deterministicalty 
means that the environment may go through an initial sequence of unstable 
(transient) states until the states begin to change periodically. This is the 
Doubly Deterministic Tabled 0L System or DDTOL system of Culik II and 
Wood (1979). In Chapter 0 of Herman and Rozenberg (1975) real biological 
examples due to Lindenmayer of "development under cyclic changes of the 
environment" will be found. 
In the present paper we propose a new variant of DTOL systems, the 
Markov DTOL systems, to approximate r al biological systems. This relaxes 
the deterministic choice of the developmental program in a DDTOL system 
to a choice "determined" by a first-order Markov chain. Therefore the 
development of populations is studied rather than the development of single 
individuals in a DTOL system. Of course, DDTOL systems can be obtained 
as a special case of Markov DTOL systems; thus Markov DTOL systems 
truly generalize DDTOL systems. 
Mark~v DTOL systems are a special case of probabilistic L systems. 
Various types of probabilistic L systems have been introduced independently 
by Eichhorst (i975, 1977), J/irgensen (1975, 1976), Sch~iffler (1976), and 
Yokomori (1980). Among these Jhrgensen (1975, 1976) seems to present the 
most general setting, in fact the only one that specializes to Markov DTOL 
systems. Of course, the latter are much simpler mathematically and still 
seem to be a good approximation of reality. 
Arbitrary finite-order Markov DTOL systems may be studied as well; 
however, by standard techniques of the theory of Markov chains such 
systems are easily transformed into equivalent first-order Markov DTOL 
systems. Traditional anguage theory has also favoured first-order Markov 
grammars, known as probabilistic grammars; see Knast (1972), Salomaa 
(1969, 1973) and Santos (1972, 1973, 1974). 
Our main concern in the present paper is to initiate the study of life and 
death in Markov DTOL systems. Thus in Section 3 we consider expected 
growth and also expected cell distribution, in Section 4 we consider notions 
of death and dying, while in Section 5 we treat one notion of survival. All of 
these issues lead to decidability questions for Markov DTOL systems. Those 
in Section 3 on expected growth and cell distribution equivalence are shown 
to be decidable. In Section 4 the question of whether or not a Markov DTOL 
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system generates a dead word is shown to be equivalent to a long-standing 
open problem for Z-rational series. Finally in Section 5 we obtain a partial 
result on the decidability of whether or not a word survives. 
We feel that the major contribution of this paper is to initiate the study of 
a non-trivial but credible model of biological development with regard to 
possible biological issues. Gratuitously, some of our formalized notions are 
meaningful for other t~cpes of L systems, for example the notion of a 
recurrent word; see Section 5. 
We continue in Section 2 with the basic definitions. 
2. BASIC NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
In this section we provide the necessary definitions for DTOL systems and 
Markov chains before introducing Markov DTOL systems. 
In the following we denote by Z the set of all integers, by N the set of 
positive integers and by N n the set {1,...,n} for all positive integers n. 
Typically a row vector is denoted by a boldface lower case letter and a 
matrix is denoted by an upper case boldface letter. 
We first define DTOL systems. For the basics of L systems we refer the 
reader to Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980); in the following we only give the 
necessary definitions. 
A DTOL system (Deterministic Tabled 0L System) is an n + 2-tuple 
G=(27, h 1 ..... h, ,a)  for some n/> 1, an alphabet S, homomorphisms 
hi: 27"~ 27* and a non-empty axiom tr in 27*. Letting 2 denote the empty 
word we define ha(x)= x, for all x in 27* and hC(x)= ha(hi(x)) for all non- 
empty words e over Nn, where c = id for some i in N, .  
When n = 1 G is a D0L system and o and h I define a unique sequence of 
words a=haa(a), hl(e)=hl(a), hl(hl(O))=h11(cr),...; in this case we 
normally write h°(e), hi(a), hE(a) ..... 
We now need to consider the basics of Markov chains. The reader is 
referred to Cox and Miller (1965) and Feller (1968) for further elaboration 
of the concept. 
A sequence of random variables Xo, X~ .... is said to be a (first-order 
finite-state homogeneous) Markov chain M over the set of states N n if 
(i) P r (X0=i )=p[ i  ] for 1 <<.i<~n, where 0~<p[i]~< 1 and 
~=1 p[i] = 1, and 
(ii) P r (Xm+l=j lXm=i )=q i j ,  for m>~0 and l~<i, j~<n, where 
0~<qu~< 1 and ~." = j=l qij 1, for all i, l <. i <. n. 
The probabilities p[i] may be regarded as entries in a row vector p called the 
initial probability vector, where its ith entry specifies the probability that the 
Markov chain starts in state i. The probabilities qu may be regarded as 
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entries in an n × n-matrix Q which is called the transition matrix of the 
Markov chain. 
We can speak of the states of M as being periodic, transient, recurrent, 
etc.; see Feller (1968) for details of this. Of more importance to us is the 
concept of a closed set of states. Let i and j be equivalent with respect o M 
if there is a path of possible transitions leading from state i to state j and 
vice versa. Then a set of states of M is a closed set iff it is an equivalence 
class under this notion of equivalence. The transient states of M are ignored 
as far as this notion is concerned. 
We are now in a position to introduce our central notion. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (22, h~,..., h, ,  a) be a DTOL system and 
M = X 0, X 1 .... be a Markov chain over N ,  with initial probabil ity vector p 
and transition matrix Q. Then we say (G,M)  is a Markov DIOL system 
(MDTOL system). 
The language generated by a MDTOL system (G, M), denoted L(G, M), is 
defined as: 
L(G,M)  = {x:x  in S*,  x = a, or there exists c 
in Nn + with hC(a) = x, c = i~ ... it, 
and Pr(Xo = il ..... Xr_l  = it) > 0}. 
For example, let G=({a,b} ,h l ,h2 ,ab  ) be a DTOL 
ha(a) = aa, hl(b ) = bbb, h2(a) = aaa, and h2(b ) = bb. Letting 
p=[1 0] 
and 
system, where 
then 
Q=[01 01]' 
L(G, M) = {a6ib6i: i ~ O} k..) {a 2' 6ib3" 6i: i ~ 0}. 
On the other hand letting 
and 
p= [1/2 1/2] 
[1 o] 
Q= 0 1 ' 
643/48/1 7
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then 
L(G,M)  = {a4tbg;: i/> 0} U {a9ib4i: i>/0}. 
Note that every MDTOL language is an ETOL language, in fact every such 
language can be generated by a regular controlled DTOL system, where the 
regular control is a prefix-closed regular set. 
One can also, of course, define the language of an MDTOL system with 
respect o a non-zero cut-point; see Jfirgensen et al. (1981). This has been 
done for other probabilistic variants of L systems; see Eichhorst (1975) and 
Jfirgensen (1976), for example. 
3. EXPECTED GROWTH AND EXPECTED CELL DISTRIBUTION 
In this section we consider expected growth and expected cell distribution 
in an MDTOL system. This enables us to show that given two MDTOL 
systems it is decidable whether or not they have the same expected growth or 
expected cell distribution. The results are obtained by formulating the 
problem in terms of matrices and by applying well-known theorems relating 
these to rational functions; this technique was used by Paz and Salomaa 
(1973) and Pollul and Schfitt (1975) in analogous questions concerning D0L 
systems and by Eichhorst (1977), Eichhorst and Savitch (1978), and 
Sch~iffler (1976) for special kinds of probabilistic L systems. 
In the standard manner let each alphabet S be ordered arbitrarily but 
uniquely as {al,..., am}, where #27 = m. Then for each word x over 27 let n(x) 
denote the Parikh vector of x, that is, 7r(x) is in N m and the ith position in 
zc(x) denotes the number of ais in x. 
Let (G, M) be an MDTOL system, where G = (27, hi ..... h,, a). Now let H i 
be the growth matrix of h i, that is, H i is an m X m matrix in which thejth 
row is 7r(hi(aj) . It is well known, see Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980), for 
example, that for all t >~ 1, 
zr(hl(aj) = the jth row of H I 
=~jn~, (3.1) 
where nj is a row vector of length m which is zero everywhere except at the 
jth position. This can be generalized to n homomorphisms to give: 
zc(hi.., hi,(aj) ) = lljHi ... Hi, (3.2) 
in the obvious manner. 
Since we are interested in expected growth, we wish to form the weighted 
sum of all possible Parikh vectors at epoch t for each aj. This can be 
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expressed in matrix notation as follows. Let H be the n × n-matrix whose 
(i,j)th entry is the m × m-matrix qijHj. Then it is straightforward to show 
that the (i,j)th entry in H l is the m X m-matrix 
2 (qulHi)(qi,i2Hi2)"'" (qit-,yHJ), 
(*) 
where (*) = for all ik, 1 ~< i k ~< n, 1 ~ k ~ t < 1, and similarly to (3.2) 
qkHt[i,j] 
represents the expected Parikh growth of a k at epoch t given that M was 
begun in state i and terminated in state j. Recalling that p is the initial 
probability vector, let co be a row vector of length n, whose ith entry, co [i] is 
the matrix p[i] H i, then the expected Parikh growth of a k at epoch t can be 
expressed as: 
qk ~ P[i] Hi(Ht-l[i,J]), 
j= l  i=1 
that is, 
~, rk((oHt-1)[jl), (3.3) 
j : l  
since oH t-1 is a row vector containing m × m-matrices as entries. 
Finally letting I be a column vector of length n containing m × m identity 
matrices as entries, we can rewrite (3.3) as: 
qkC0Ht-q. (3.4) 
Thus the expected cell distribution or Parikh growth of (G, M) at epoch t is 
simply: 
~(e) o~H t- 11 (3.5) 
and the expected growth of (G, M) at epoch t is 
zr(a) ~H t- 1I. 1, (3.6) 
where 1 is the column vector of length n all of whose entries are 1. 
Replace ~r and I by 7r and I r, for some F_c2~, where ~rr(X ) denotes the 
Parikh vector x except hat all entries corresponding to an a i which is not in 
F are zero and I r is similarly defined. Then the expected growth of (G, M) at 
epoch t with respect o the letters in F is: 
ZCr(a ) coHt-qr • 1. (3.7) 
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We call this the expected F-growth function of (G, M) and denote it by fr(t). 
Since the generating function 
gr(Z) = f fr(t)"  z t 
t=0 
is a rational function we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) The expected-F-growth function of an MDTOL system 
with alphabet 27 and F c_ S, can be classified as exponential, polynomial or 
bounded by a constant. 
(ii) Given two MDTOL systems with common alphabet ~, and F c_ X it 
is decidable whether or not their expected-F-growth functions are the same. 
(iii) Given two MDTOL systems with common alphabet X and F c S it 
is decidable whether or not their sequences of expected-F-Parikh vectors are 
the same. 
In particular Theorem 3. ] holds for MDTOL systems in which qii = 1In 
and p[i] = l/n, that is, for DTOL systems for which each homomorphism is 
an equally likely candidate at each step. 
To close this section we consider a weaker notion of equivalence based on 
the set of letters that can appear at each epoch. 
For x a non-negative real, let fl(x) = 0 if x --- 0 and fl(x) = 1 otherwise. 
Then the alphabet sequence of (G, M) denoted by a(t) is defined by: 
a(o) = 
and 
a(t) = fl(zc(a)) fl(t~) f l (H' - ' )  I, for t/> 1, 
where fl is extended componentwise to vectors and matrices and arithmetic 
addition and multiplication are replaced by boolean or and and. Again the 
generating function 
a(t ) .  z' 
t=0 
is rational and therefore we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Given two MDTOL systems with common alphabet 27 it is 
decidable whether or not their alphabet sequences are the same. 
As above we can also consider F-alphabet sequences for F_  27. 
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4. ON DEATH AND DYING ... 
Two notions of death in L systems are considered: 
(1) We say that an L system dies out if eventually only the empty 
word can be generated. We give a decidable necessary and sufficient 
condition for this to happen in an MDTOL system. 
(2) We assume that each cell type may occur in both healthy and 
diseased variants. Then a word is considered to be deathly ill if there are 
more diseased cells than there are healthy ones either of a single type or of 
all types. Again decidability is discussed, and we show that a special case of 
this problem is equivalent to a long-standing open problem for formal power 
series. 
Our first notion of death is captured in the following: 
DEFINITION. Consider an MDTOL system (G,M). We shall say that 
(G, M) dies out if for k ~ ~ the set of words derived in exactly k steps is {2 } 
with probability 1. 
Rather than considering the words derived by (G, M) it is more convenient 
and simpler to consider the subalphabets of the words derived by (G,M). 
For all x in Z*, Z an alphabet we denote by alph(x) the set of letters 
occurring in x and extend alph to sets of words in the natural way. 
We now extend Theorem 3.2 to sequences whose elements are sets of 
subalphabets of 27 rather than a single subalphabet of Z. To this end let the 
elements of 2 z be arbitrarily but uniquely ordered as A a ..... A2,, , where 
Z = {a I ..... am}. By a similar approach to that taken in Section 3 we can 
define an &, H and an 1' as follows. Let I~ i be a 2 m X 2" matrix whose entries 
are either 0 or 1, defined by: 
gli[ j, k] = 1 if alph(hi(Ai)  =Ak 
= 0 otherwise. 
Now define & a row vector of length n with entries 
¢b[i] = p[i] fii 
of size 2 m X 2 m, and H as an n X n-matrix with entries 
f i [ i , j ]  = qij[-Ij 
of size 2 m X 2 m and T as a column vector of length n with entries which are 
2 m X 2m-identity matrices. Finally let v be a row vector of length 2 m all of 
whose entries are zero with the exception of v[i] = 1, where a lph(a)= A i. 
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It is not difficult to show that the expected alphabetic-set sequence of 
(G, M) at epoch t, denoted by A(t), is defined by 
A(0) =v  
and 
A(t)=vt~At-q~, for t>~ 1. 
In other words, A(t)[i] is the probability that the alphabetic set of the word 
derived at epoch t is A,.. Letting v& be the initial probability vector we have 
obtained a Markov chain Y0, Y~ .... over states 2EX N, ,  where Yt= (A,j) 
denotes the fact that at epoch t hj has been applied and a word w with 
alph(w) =A has been obtained. 
Since the generating function for A(t) is once again rational we have: 
THEOREM 4.1. Given two MDTOL systems with common alphabet ~, it is 
decidable whether or not their expected alphabetic-set sequences are the 
same. 
Since alphQ.)= O the original problem of dying out reduces to that of 
deciding whether or not the only closed sets of Y0, Y~ .... which are reachable 
from alph(a) consist solely of states in {(O,j): 1 ~<j ~< n}. If it satisfies this 
condition (G, M) surely dies out with probability 1. On the other hand 
assume there is some closed set C, reachable from alph(a), which contains 
some state (A,j) with A ~: 0. Since there is a positive probability that the 
Markov chain will enter C, remain there with probability 1 and the state 
(A,j) recurs with probability 1, then (G, M) does not die out. 
We have shown. 
THEOREM 4.2. An MDTOL system (G,M) dies out iff the only closed 
sets of the associated Markov chain Yo, Y1 .... over 2 z ×N n which are 
reachable from alph(a) consist solely of states in {(O,j): l <~j<~n}. 
Furthermore this is a decidable condition. 
The decidability of dying out follows from the effectiveness of the above 
construction and the effectiveness of computing the closed sets of a Markov 
chain. 
We now turn to our second notion of death or dying captured in the 
following: 
DEFINITION. Let ~r = 27 h U 2: d, where 27 h U Z" a = O and ~r h denotes 
healthy and ~r d deathly or diseased letters. A word w in 2~* is said to be dead 
with respect o _rn and -r a if it contains more deathly letters than healthy 
ones. 
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We show that for D0L systems the problem of determining whether or not 
a dead word is derived is equivalent to deciding whether or not a particular 
kind of Z-rational power series has a negative coefficient. 
THEORE~ 4.3. The following two decidability questions are equivalent o 
each other. 
(a) Given an arbitrary DOL system G = (27, h, ~), with 27 = 27h kJ 27d 
and 27h 0 27d = 0,  is it decidable whether or not G generates a dead word? 
(b) Given an arbitrary Z-rational power series defined as a fraction of  
two polynomials with integer coefficients, & it decidable whether or not it has 
a negative coefficient? 
Proof  (a) =~ (b). G can be considered as a degenerate MDTOL system in 
which n = 1 and therefore p = [1] and Q = [1 ]. In other words 
fr(t)  = nr(a) Htlr • 1, 
is the expected F-growth function of G, where H is the growth matrix of h. 
But this means that a dead word is generated by G iff 
< 0 
for some t. But this is true iff 
(g~(t )  -- gzd(t)) z t 
t=0 
has a negative coefficient. Since the difference of two N-rational series is a 
Z-rational series we have proved the implication. 
(b) ~ (a). Let r(z) = ~t=oX-'~ rt zt be a Z-rational series, then by standard 
techniques r(z) can be expressed as 
~ ~lKt~z t, 
t=o  
where q is a row vector of length n, K is an n × n-matrix and ~ is a column 
vector of length n, for some appropriate integer n >/!  (see Salomaa and 
Soittala (1978), for example). The entries of each o f~,  K are integers. Now 
following Salomaa and Soittala (1978) construct wo D0L systems G 1 and 
G 2 with growth functions gl(z) and gz(z) such that 
r(z) = gl(z) -- g2(z). 
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Let G 1 = (Sh, hi, 0"1) , G 2 = ('~d, h2, 0"2), where 2; h N 2] d = 0, without loss of 
generality. Now construct the D0L system G= (2;,h,a), where 
S = S d U Sh, h~(a) if a is in S h and h(a)= h2(a ) otherwise, and a = ala  2. 
Immediately r(z) has a negative coefficient iff G derives a dead word. 1 
We now consider how to apply the notion of deathly illness to MDTOL 
systems. 
DEFINITION. Let (G, M) be an MDTOL system with alphabet 
S =- r  h U , r  d satisfying 2] h ~27 d = O. We say (G, M) is deathly ill on the 
average at epoch t iffzh(t ) <fE~(t). 
Whether or not a D0L system G is deathly ill on the average is equivalent 
to whether or not G generates a dead word. Moreover by similar arguments 
to those used in the proof of Theorem 4.3 D0L can be replaced by MDTOL 
in the statement of Theorem 4.3, thus showing that the question for MDTOL 
systems is no more difficult than that for D0L systems. 
5. . . .  AND ON SURVIVAL 
Rather than considering a particular un of an MDTOL system to be the 
developmental history of an individual, we may consider each word to 
represent the presence of an individual. In this latter case, which we consider 
here, the collection of runs of an MDTOL system mirrors the development of
a changing population. Let (G ,M)  be an MDTOL system, where 
G = (~, h I ..... hm, a) and w be in 2;*. Let p(t, w) denote the probability that 
w occurs at epoch t in (G, M). 
There are many different notions of survival possible. In this section we 
will consider just one of these, which leads to an interesting question 
concerning L systems in general. Intuitively a word w is a survivor if it 
continues to reappear. We capture this intuitive notion in the following: 
DEFINITION. Given (G, M) an MDTOL system with alphabet 2], we say a 
word w in 27" is recurrent if 
p(t, w) 
t=0 
diverges. 
Although this definition is not in a suitable form for testing purposes we 
can transform it into such a form. We will express Y~o p(t, w) in terms of a 
derived Markov chain. 
Let w, x be in 2?* and he(x) = w for some c, then the pair (x, c) is w-prime 
if hd(x) ~ w for all non-empty proper prefixes d of c. Intuitively, apart from 
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he(x) = w and possibly x = w no other word generated along the way is 
equal to w. 
Now define the row vector qw of length n to have entries: 
(Xo=io ,X l= i l  ..... Xk : ik=i ,~ 
qw[i] = Pr \(a, i . . .  ik) is w-prime and k >/1] 
and the n × n-matrix R~ to have entries: 
(Xk = io ..... Xk + Z = i, = j, Xk-1 = i) 
Rw[i,j] = Pr ~(w, i 0 ... il) is w-prime and I/> 1 _ 
Then 
Thus 
[ of obtaining w with any derivation which\_ 
qw Rk-  11 = Pr ~ successively generates w exactly k times ]. 
\ if a ~: w or k + 1 times otherwise / 
= qwRw 1. p(t, w) k 
t=O k=O 
It should be observed that qw and R w may be substochastic, that is, have row 
sums less than 1. However, by standard techniques, see Cox and Miller 
(1965), qw and Rw can be converted to a Markov chain by introducing a new 
state s, say which forms an independent closed set. Let q~ and R~ be the 
Markov chain obtained in this way and s be the new (sink) state. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (G, M) be an MDTOL system with 
G -- (Z, h 1 ..... hn, a) and let w be a word over 27. 
Then w is recurrent iff in the Markov chain defined by q'w and R w there is 
at least one closed set different from s which will be entered with a positive 
probability. 
Proof. if: Trivial. 
only if: Assume no such closed set exists, that is {s} is the only closed 
set. Now a Markov chain is in some closed set after finitely many steps with 
probabil ity 1, that is, in {s} with probability 1. Therefore all the states of qw 
and R w are either transient or can only be entered with probability 0. Since 
the probability of being in a transient state approaches 0 exponentially fast, 
it follows that 
q~Rkw 1 
k=O 
is bounded, giving a contradiction. I 
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For propagating MDTOL systems (that is, hi(a ) 4:2 for all i, 1 ~< i ~< n and 
all a in S), we are able to show that recurrence is decidable. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let  (G, M) be an arbitrary propagating MDTOL system, 
where G = (Z', h I ..... hn, o) and w be an arbitrary word over ,V,. Then it is 
decidable whether or not w is recurrent. 
Proof. Since each MDTOL system can be effectively transformed into an 
ETOL system generating the same language, it is decidable whether or not w 
is generated by (G, M). Moreover since (G, M) is propagating no word w can 
derive a word smaller than w. But this means that only a finite number of 
sequences need be considered in evaluating qw and R w. Hence these 
probabilities can be effectively computed. To see if qw and R w have any 
closed sets, use standard techniques, which are also effective. Finally it only 
remains to check whether one of these closed sets can be entered with a 
positive probability, that is, if i is in such a closed set is qw[i] positive? 
Hence we have proved the result. 1 
Observe that it is sufficient to compute fl(qw) and fl(Rw) in the above 
proof, rather than the actual values of qw and R w. This is because we are 
only interested in the reachability properties of qw and R w. At present it is 
an open problem whether or not the above theorem remains valid when the 
propagating condition is removed. 
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